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Why are you here?

• Why A Level Geography?

• What do you expect of the 
course?

• What would you like to 
achieve in Geography?



What you’ll study



Core 
Textbook

Third edition published end 
of July 2021. 



Extra Reading



Changing Spaces: 
Making Places

Lesson 1

What are the complexities that exist when trying to 
define place?

The concept of space versus place. 



Changing Spaces; Making Places

Module overview

1. What’s in a Place?

2. How do we understand place?

3. How does economic change influence patterns of 
social inequality in places?

4. Who are the players that influence economic 
change in places?

5. How are places created through placemaking 
processes?



Space versus Place
That picture looks 

out of place in that 
room.

There’s simply no 
more space for any 
more houses here.

This is no place to 
bring a dog.

There’s plenty of 
space to breathe 

living in the 
countryside.



Space exists between places and 
does not have the same meaning or 

value attached to it.

Space allows movement between 
places.

Space is simply a location on the 
surface of the Earth.

Location + meaning = place.

Anywhere that humans have attached 
value or meaning to is a place. It is more 

than just a location on the Earth.

The ‘meaning’ or ‘value’ could be as 
simple as an address. It could be as 

complex as the significance given to a 
treasured or special place such as a 

football ground or family home.

Space

Place



‘A place comes into existence when 
humans give meaning to a part of the 

larger, undifferentiated space.’ 

Yi-Fu Tuan, 1977

We are all involved in making 
places.

As we work, play, and live, we are 
attaching meaning to space, 

creating places with value and an 
identity.



Space versus Place

Loft space



Look at the following images and note down for each 
one if you feel it represents a place or a space. 

What makes one image a place or a space? 

CONSIDER if anyone may disagree with you and why 
they may – i.e. COMPLEXITIES

Space versus Place



Space versus Place



Space versus Place



Space versus Place



Space versus Place



Space versus 
Place

Write a paragraph to explain three places to which you feel a 
strong attachment and justify (give reasons for) your choices.



Characteristics 
forming the 
identity of a 

place

Demography

Cultural

Political

Built 
Environment

Physical 
geography

Socio-
economic

Employment

Income

Education

Family status

Altitude Geology

Slope angle

Aspect

Drainage

River/inland

Age & style of buildings

Building materials

Density of housing

Road pattern/layout

No. of inhabitants

Gender

Ethnicity

Age of inhabitants

Local clubs

Local Traditions

SocietiesReligion

National Government

Regional Government

Local Government

Housing/resident Association



Bury St Edmunds
place profile.

Labelled sketch map showing physical characteristics.

Employment:

Average salaries:

Education:

Sector of employment/Types of employment:

Key socio-economic indicators.

Ethnicity:

Gender:

Age structure:

English as first language:

Births:

Key demographic indicators.

Carry out research or use your own knowledge to 
describe the types of buildings found in the centre of 
Bury St Edmunds. What are they made from? Roughly 
when were they built? What are they used for?

Built environment overview.

Majority religion:

Describe how this affects day-to-day life in 
the place:

Any other cultural aspects to Bury St 
Edmunds?

MP and political party:

Type of local government:

Majority party in local government:

What does this suggest about the political leanings of the 
place?

Cultural aspects of the place.

Political characteristics of the place.



Coastal Landscape Systems Essay Plan

Guidance

‘To what extent are coastal 
landscapes the result of human 

activity?’
• Introduction – One paragraph to explain how some 

coastlines are entirely natural but many have 
varying degrees of human influence such as … give 
some examples that you will talk about.

• Discussion 1 – 1-2 paragraphs to explain how 
geomorphic processes shape the coastline 
naturally. (geomorphic processes are natural 
processes that shape the land such as erosion, 
transportation and deposition) Try to give some 
named examples.

• Discussion 2 – 1-2 paragraphs to explain how 
human activity influences coastal landscapes. You 
can use any examples you like but could include 
how we influence processes or landforms through 
management of the coastline, recreation and/or 
industry as examples. 

• Conclusion – this is the important part as this is 
where you answer the ‘to what extent’ part of the 
question. Sum up the evidence you have provided 
in your discussion to decide to what extent (how 
much) human activity affects coastal landscapes or 
not. It should be around 1 paragraph. 

Plan – notes and examples


